ODISHA – FINAL DISSEMINATION REGIONAL WORKSHOP REPORT
This is the tour report on my visit to Odisha during 23-25 Oct.2017 in connection with
conducting 'Second Regional Workshop' for 3 districts (Cuttack, Ganjam and Balasore) at
Cuttack Town including participants from DWSM, Revenshaw Univ. and NGO partners, as part
of our SBM project.
Places:
•
•
•

Bhubaneswar
Cuttack, Odisha

Persons interacted with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mr. B. Pradhan, PA of Chief Engineer JAL-O-PARIMAL BHAWAN, Bhubaneswar
Mr. D. Pradhan, Chief Engineer (SBM), JAL-O-PARIMAL BHAWAN,Bhubaneswar
Mr. Pradip and staff, SAI NGO, Cuttack
Mr. Bibhu and staff, YSD NGO, Ganjam
Mr. Gajendra and staff, BAYSS NGO, Balasore
Mr. Fakir Mohan and staff, DWSM, Cuttack
Mr. Tusar and staff, DWSM, Balasore
Dr. Sanjay Ku. Satapathy, Professor, Revenshaw univ., Cuttack
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1. The current visit to Odisha has following objectives:
a. Meeting with Chief Engineer (SBM State Head), Odisha for district level regional
dissemination workshop
b. To conduct 'Regional Workshop' for 3 districts (Cuttack, Ganjam and Balasore) at
Cuttack Town including participants from DWSM, Revenshaw Univ. and NGO partners
2. On 23rd Nov. 2017 early morning I started from home and got the flight from Bangalore to
Bhubaneswar. After arrival, I booked an airport taxi for the whole travel from Bhubaneswar
Airport to Chief Engineer office, then to Cuttack till back to Airport for full 3 days program. Then I
went to Chief engineer office for letter to 3 district DWSM Executive Engineers. His PA prepared
print of the letter for signature and sending scanned copy by email.

3. Then, I travelled to Cuttack. There I met SAI NGO partner, discussed about the workshop
arrangements. Then I went to printer shop for preparation for workshop banner. Then I checked
in hotel Pramod which was also the venue for workshop.
4. Next day morning (24th Nov.) I went to Revenshaw University for inviting academic experts to
our workshop. There I met the Vice Chancellor and discussed about our program. Then I went
to Commerce Dept. to meet the Economics Professor Dr. Sanjay Ku. Satapathy. I discussed
details about our 3-year SBM project with him and he finally agreed to participate as an external
expert critic to our workshop. Then I sent him formal invitation. In evening the staff from three of
our NGO partners arrived at Pramod Hotel for an exercise on ‘sustainability approach’. After
more than an hour of our discussion specific points were prepared on chart papers. Then I took
them for dinner to a nearby restaurant. Balasore and Ganjam team checked-in the Pramod hotel
same night.
5. Next day morning (25th Nov.) the meeting hall, banner and guest arrangements were done.
By 9.30--9.45 AM. Participants of all the 3 districts DWSM, NGO partner and Revenshaw Univ.
arrived the venue and we started the program around 10 AM. after guest snacks. However due
to a last minute engagement, the DWSM Ganjam staff could not arrive the venue. With a quick
round of introduction, extensive discussions across participants took place. Then I made
presentation of all our works across the 3 year project period. During the presentation the
question-answerers were carried out.
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6. After a tea break, NGO partners presented their ‘sustainability approach’ charts. Then Prof.
Sanjay gave an extensive presentation on his expert observations and recommendations. He
talked about need to promote plantation of useful plants like Banana plant, lowering plants near
the washing area near the SBM toilets.
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7. After the lunch break, a formal hand-over of our Media mix based IEC materials were done
from NGO-PAC side to the DWSM representatives of 3 districts of Odisha. Then the program
finished and I left the hotel, settled the bills and travelled back to Bhubaneswar.

8. In the evening I reached airport and got flight to Bangalore. I reached home in late
night.Overall the visit was successful.
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